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Tell us what you do;
we’ll tell you what we can do for you.

What we mean by 360° transformation

If you're looking for a simpler way to create line-of-business applications,

check out our unique JavaScript controls.

If you need controls optimized for touch with unmatched performance across tablets and 

desktops, see what we offer for WinRT.

If you're close to a deadline, need help designing the perfect UI, or would

like a complete application built just for you, contact Solution Services and let our

developers help you reach your goals.
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We use the word transformation often when we speak of our products. It’s because we truly feel our offering 

is so vast, so dynamic, and so game-changing that it reaches into the heart of an application and brings out 

all it is meant to be. How many occasions have you thought your app could do more, if only you had the 

time? Now you do.

Each quarter Syncfusion on average invests more than 50,000 hours in developing 
components. That’s a mass of development power. It’s a lot of time you’ll save.
And you know what time is.

Our time is your time



THE
SYNCFUSION
ADVANTAGE

Because time is money, 
and lacking either is just a headache.

 Your development partner:   With Syncfusion, you’re not alone in the development cycle. We’re there 

too with unmatched phone and online support. Our Direct-Trac support system is available 24-7, providing

you easy access to the current status of an incident. Each license includes a one-year subscription and

product updates—and unlike other vendors, we don’t charge extra for phone support.

 Built with the future in mind:   Our products are geared toward long-lifecycle applications and are 

built to meet high standards for flexibility and maintainability. We provide comprehensive support 

for the latest technologies, including .NET 4.5, Visual Studio 2013, Windows 8.1, HTML 5, and jQuery 

to name a few.

 Full source code:   When cofounder Stefan Hoenig first started providing source code with products, 

little did he know he was establishing a standard for the entire industry. From the beginning, we’ve always

believed in empowering developers. Our source code is redistributed and shipped in a tightly integrated

manner—use our components in debug mode at the flick of a switch.

 Straightforward, flexible licensing:   Syncfusion components are licensed on a simple per-developer basis

with no royalties, runtime, or server deployment fees. Each licensed developer may install on multiple

personal machines.

 A viable base for standardization:   The wide range of solid products in our suites allows our customers to

reduce their dependence on multiple vendors and streamline their toolkits.
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In the words of our customers

Rohan Bethune
Hatstand Limited

Syncfusion helps us achieve our 

aggressive development timescales 

and provides excellent support 

when we need it. Our key business 

users at a top global bank were 

actually speechless when they saw 

the level of functionality that we have 

created over the past few months 

with Syncfusion.”

Brian Hublein
Cyberlogic

Syncfusion controls were the easiest 

to use and the support was great. 

Syncfusion controls have greatly 

reduced the development time by

allowing me to concentrate on 

functionality without worrying about 

the look and feel of the application.”

We use Syncfusion components for 

ASP.NET web applications and CLR 

procedures. We have used XlsIO 

extensively to import data from 

Excel sheets into SQL Server data-

bases, as well as many of 

[Syncfusion's] .NET components. In 

XlsIO, we imported complex work-

books with multiple pages and 

computations; it has worked very 

well for us.”

Mark Mathews
Lucid Information Technologies

With any vendor-based API there will 

always be a learning curve. It is clear 

that Syncfusion has invested heavily 

in creating a well-established, 

pivotal support center of excellence.

Without Syncfusion’s solid support 

infrastructure, we would

not have been able to achieve our 

targets, and more importantly,

would not be able to keep our users 

happy.”
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Allyson Mendieta
ApexTech



What you need to know about our studios
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Essential Studio Enterprise Edition
If you need it all, and want to do it all, then Essential 

Studio Enterprise Edition is all you could want. This 

comprehensive suite of components and controls is 

composed of all the user interface, business intelli-

gence, and reporting tools and libraries that we offer. 

It’s  the one package you need to  develop across

every platform—WinRT, JavaScript, ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, WPF, Silverlight, 

LightSwitch, Windows Phone, and Windows Forms. 

Essential Studio for WinRT
Essential Studio for WinRT contains all the controls you need to build line of 

business applications. It contains over 40 controls. 30 for universal apps 

including the fastest grid and chart on the market. A unique set of libraries 

is included to generate Excel, Word, and PDF documents from WinRT apps.

Essential Studio for JavaScript
Essential Studio for JavaScript is a package of 70 controls designed for 

enterprise. It includes the only JavaScript-based OLAP grid on the market, 

a highly interactive chart control, and a data source control for working with 

remote and local data. Build line-of-business applications for analyzing 

business intelligence data, charting complex financial statistics, and man-

aging information in feature-rich grids. Each control is suitable for the web 

and mobile devices.
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Essential Studio for ASP.NET WebForms
Including grids, charts, gauges, menus, editors, and much more. It also 

comes with high-performance libraries that enable your applications to read 

and write Excel, Word, and PDF documents.

Essential Studio for ASP.NET MVC
Our very first natively written MVC control suite contains over 70 unique 

controls essential for assembling enterprise-grade web applications. It has 

been enhanced with client-side JavaScript controls, and includes grids, charts, 

gauges, menus, calendars, editors, and much more. It comes with high-

performance libraries that enable your applications to read and write Excel, 

Word, and PDF documents. You will also find several one-of-a-kind MVC 

controls like OlapClient, PDF Viewer, and Report Viewer.

Essential Studio for WPF
Essential Studio for WPF contains over 100 unique controls for building 

analytical and performance-intensive Windows applications—including grids, 

charts, gauges, menus, calendars, editors, and much more. Our file-format 

libraries also allow you to export to, and work with, Excel, Word, and PDF files.

Essential Studio for Windows Phone
Essential Studio for Windows Phone contains 40 unique universal controls 

you need to build line-of-business, native mobile applications—including 

charts, gauges, maps, editors, and much more.
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Essential Studio for LightSwitch
Essential Studio for LightSwitch is a useful collection of over 15 control 

extensions for the LightSwitch framework. These extensions can be used to 

create feature-rich data grids, charts, maps, gauges, and more, exclusively 

in Essential Studio for Silverlight. OLAP controls allow users to easily 

visualize and interact with BI data.

Essential Studio for Silverlight
Essential Studio for Silverlight contains over 100 controls you need to build 

rich, analytical, line-of-business web applications—including grids, charts, 

gauges, menus, calendars, editors, and much more. It even has a native 

Silverlight version of our file-formatting libraries, which work with Excel, 

Word, and PDF documents. It also features exclusive controls for analyzing 

OLAP data and viewing RDL reports.

Essential Studio for Windows Forms
Essential Studio for Windows Forms contains all the controls you need to 

build high-performance Windows applications—including grids, charts, 

gauges, menus, calendars, editors, and much more. In the works for more 

than a decade, it has the widest set of controls available for Windows 

Forms. It also includes unique controls that enable your applications to read 

and write Excel, Word, and PDF documents.



Let’s introduce you to our products
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Essential Studio for JavaScript
70 client-side controls designed from the ground up for enterprise applications.

OLAP Grid Analyze business intelligence data on the web with the only JavaScript OLAP grid on the market.

Charts Create diverse charts with multiple axes, customizable data symbols, and exceptional user interactivity.

Gauges Linear, radial, and digital gauges for displaying alphanumeric information.

Grid Manage large data sets with filtering, grouping, paging, sorting, and more.

Autocomplete Make data entry easier for end users and capture data more reliably.

Date Picker Simple, intuitive calendar window that enables users to select dates.

Data Source Unique control for working with local and remote data.

Tree View Present hierarchical data with customizable icons, check boxes, and more.

Gantt Schedule and manage projects in this Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor.

Schedule Manage appointments with numerous features, including time zone settings, view customization, and localization.

Diagram Create custom diagrams by positioning shapes using built-in layouts or building them from scratch.

Essential Studio for WinRT
Get ready for WinRT with 55 unique controls including the fastest grid and chart on the market.

Grid Built for providing the best performance, this data-bound grid can be bound to hundreds of thousands of records.

Charts and Gauges Uses DirectX rendering to provide the best performance with support for all common chart types and several gauges.

Diagram Interactively design diagrams as well as dynamically build workflows and hierarchies from data.

File Format Libraries Native libraries to generate PDF, Excel, and Word documents on the fly.

Reports RDL report viewer with the ability to export reports to several formats.

Maps Build great reports with heat and bubble maps quickly and easily with built-in shapefiles and data binding.

Editors Rich-text editor, native type editors, sliders, etc., allow you to create intuitive data input forms.

Navigation Hub tiles, carousel, tile view, accordion, and all other mobile-specific navigation paradigms are supported.
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Essential Studio for ASP.NET

Grid Powerful data grid with support for hierarchies, grouping, filtering, paging, and built-in editing.

Chart High-performance charting component with 35 chart types, including financial charts.

Diagram Build static, data-bound diagrams as well as Microsoft Visio-like interactive diagrams.

File Format Libraries Libraries for working with Excel, PDF, and Word documents. Also includes a PDF viewer.

Navigation Office ribbon, accordion, tree view, gallery, tab strip, etc.

Editors Rich-text editor, autocomplete, numeric and date-time editors, CAPTCHA, etc.

Reports Server-based RDL processing library to generate reports in PDF, Word, Excel, etc.

Layout Window, dialog, docking, and splitter components.

Business Intelligence Controls for visualizing OLAP data in an interactive slice-and-dice interface.

Schedule Outlook-like scheduler control.

Enterprise-class library with 40 unique controls and components. 

Essential Studio for ASP.NET MVC
More than 70 unique controls and libraries for building line-of-business and mobile web applications.

Grid Lightweight, high-performance data grid with support for hierarchies, grouping, etc. Capable of handling millions of records.

Charts and Gauges Visually stunning HTML 5 chart component with 35 chart types and unlimited data-point support.

Diagram HTML 5-compatible diagramming component with Visio-like interactive capabilities.

File Format Libraries High-performance libraries for working with Excel, PDF, and Word documents. There’s even a PDF viewer.

Business Intelligence High-performance, interactive component for analyzing and reporting OLAP data.

Reports
Server-based RDL processing library to generate reports in PDF, Word, Excel, etc., and features a native 

MVC RDL report viewer with several export options.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-style scheduling controls with built-in data-binding support.

Navigation Office-style ribbon, tree, accordion, menu, tab, gallery view, etc.

Editors Rich-text editor, date and time pickers, autocomplete, sliders, drop-down buttons, CAPTCHA, etc.



Essential Studio for WPF
Comprehensive set of 115 WPF controls and libraries to help you create rich, performance-intensive Windows 

applications.

Grid Data-bound grid with unmatched performance, one-of-a-kind Excel-like, cell-oriented grid and tree grids.

Charts and Gauges High-performance charts with 37 chart types, as well as timeline, heat map, and sparkline support.

Business Intelligence Controls for performing slice-and-dice analysis of OLAP and relational data, as well as building BI dashboards.

File Format Libraries Native WPF libraries to create and edit Excel, PDF, and Word documents, including a PDF viewer component.

Diagram Create Microsoft Visio-like diagram building applications as well as dynamic, data-driven flow charts and hierarchies.

Maps Map control with support for layers, zooming, etc., that enables you to source maps from Bing or ESRI shapefiles.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-like scheduling control with support for templates, MVVM, themes, etc.

Gantt Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor control to schedule and manage projects.

Editors Autocomplete, native type editors, combo boxes, drop-down buttons, rich-text editor, etc.

Navigation Build Office or VS.NET-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, tabbed MDI, and other frameworks.

Syntax Editor Powerful code editor component with support for syntax highlighting, IntelliSense, undo, redo, etc.

Reports
RDL report designer and report viewer components, along with an RDL processing library, allow you to put together a 

complete custom reporting solution.

Spreadsheet The only way to view and edit Excel files within your apps in a rich, Office-like UI.

Essential Studio for Windows Phone
40 unique controls for building line-of-business mobile apps.

Charts and Gauges

DataGrid

High-performance chart control with 28 unique chart types and a rich set of digital, radial, and linear gauges.

A touch-optimized grid control that has a rich feature set including sorting, filtering, and grouping.

Editors Native type editors, sliders, and pickers with the Windows Phone look and feel.

Navigation Hub tile, tile view, carousel, tree, and more controls for building sleek mobile navigation UI.
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Essential Studio for Windows Forms
Comprehensive suite of 120 unique controls to build high-performance, enterprise-grade Windows 

Forms applications.

Grid Our flagship Excel-like, cell-oriented grid control, and a high-performance data-bound grid.

Charts Visually stunning and easy-to-use charts with 35 chart types, including sparklines, and a powerful data model.

Diagram
Full-fledged Visio-like diagram building component that is also capable of dynamically generating workflows, flowcharts, 
hierarchies, and more.

File Format Libraries High-performance libraries to create and edit PDF, Excel, Word, and other documents. Also features a PDF viewer component.

Editors Widest set of editors you will find anywhere, from autocomplete to rich drop-down menus.

Navigation Build Office or VS.NET-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, tabbed MDI, tree, tab, and other controls and frameworks.

Notification Tooltips, progress bars, status bars, splash panels, etc. 

Syntax Editor Powerful code editor component with support for syntax highlighting, IntelliSense, undo, redo, and more.

Map Powerful data-visualization control that can be used to articulate data as a map.

Business Intelligence Suite of controls to help you build slice-and-dice analysis for OLAP and relational data.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-style control for adding rich scheduling capabilities to your applications.
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Essential Studio for Silverlight
Set of 105 controls and LightSwitch extensions to help you build rich, high-performance web-based applications. 

Grid Data-bound grid with unmatched performance, one-of-a-kind Excel-like, cell-oriented grid and tree grids.

Charts and Gauges High-performance charting components with 35 chart types, as well as heat maps and sparklines.

Business Intelligence Controls for performing slice-and-dice analysis of OLAP and relational data, as well as building BI dashboards.

File Format Libraries Native WPF libraries to create and edit Excel, PDF, and Word documents.

Diagram Create Microsoft Visio-like diagram building applications as well as dynamic, data-driven flow charts and hierarchies.

Maps Map control with support for layers, zooming, etc., that enables you to source maps from Bing or ESRI shapefiles.

Schedule Microsoft Outlook-like scheduling control with support for templates, MVVM, themes, etc.

Gantt Microsoft Project-like viewer and editor control to schedule and manage projects.

Editors Autocomplete, native type editors, combo boxes, drop-down buttons, rich-text editor, etc.

Navigation Build Office or VS.NET-like user interfaces with our ribbon, docking, tabbed MDI, and other frameworks.

LightSwitch Extensions Feature-rich extensions including data grids, charts, maps, gauge editors, and more.

Reports RDL report viewer component to help you build rich reporting dashboards.

Spreadsheet The only way to view and edit Excel files within your apps in a rich, Office-like UI.



Essential Studio 
Enterprise Edition

The whole package, allowing you to pull all your 

components from one place.

Developer-to-developer
support

The people who write the controls support the

controls. Their knowledge is yours.

Vast offering Over 600 controls; that’s more than 8,000,000 lines of code!

Please download our fully functional 30-day evaluation by visiting

The one package you need for developing ASP.NET MVC, 

ASP.NET, WPF, WinRT, Windows Phone, 

Windows Forms, and Silverlight applications, 

including HTML 5 and JavaScript for mobile and desktop.

www.syncfusion.com/evaluation
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Accelerate cross-platform enterprise mobile application development by leveraging the full power 

of HTML 5, JavaScript, and .NET without compromising end-user experience.

• End-to-end mobile solution for Android, iOS, and Windows Phone.

• Reuse your .NET development skills and code.

• Build high-performance websites and applications that look and feel like native mobile apps.

• Innovative hybrid approach with complete access to device hardware.

• Enhanced security for your application logic and data.

• Rich user experience across smartphones and tablets.
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• A powerful solution that will turn your data into actionable metrics.

• Built upon our existing, dependable solution frameworks. 

• Massive savings and predictable results.

• Built on a proven, reliable platform with thousands of users over more than 10 years.
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As a leading provider of .NET components and JavaScript libraries, we are uniquely positioned to lever-

age our extensive collection of software frameworks and deliver custom solutions in as little as 20% of 

the time traditionally required. We leverage our expertise on the Microsoft platform to deliver solutions 

faster and for a lower cost.

Syncfusion Solution Services is:

Custom solutions are available for data visualization, enterprise reporting, enterprise mobility, and 

business intelligence applications. Syncfusion can even create hybrid mobile applications that visualize 

your data with stunning clarity using our Orubase framework, making it easier than ever before to moni-

tor key information from anywhere in the world. 

Contact our Solution Services or visit www.syncfusion.com/solutions to learn more.

Did you know Syncfusion offers custom solutions?



Moving forward

We don’t sell a lot of our products based on gusto or showmanship. We find it’s more effective to

simply sell on facts spelled out in black and white. So, here they are:

• Syncfusion has over 600 discrete .NET controls and JavaScript libraries.

• Our .NET offering represents over 50,000 development hours each quarter.

• Our response time to an incident is less than 24 hours.

• We’ve also collected over 4,000 use-case samples you can access.

• We’ve written over 8,000,000 lines of code for our products, and we’re writing even more. 

Let’s get a relationship started

We’d like the opportunity to prove ourselves to you. After that, you be the judge.

Here’s how to get things started.

1. Download our evaluation–Go to www.syncfusion.com/evaluation for a fully functional, 30-day  

    trial of all our studios.

2. Utilize our support during the trial–All trials come with full support. Please call on our support

    staff to help you during the evaluation.

3. Review our use-case samples–To give you ideas and solutions, we’ve collected hundreds of 

    samples you can implement in your product.

4. Schedule an online demo–Once you’re familiar with our product and have worked with our 

    samples, you’ll have more detailed questions concerning what else our products can do. Set up 

    a demo with one of our engineers so we can show you.

5. Talk to an account manager–Before the evaluation expires, contact your dedicated account 

    manager. This is the person responsible for meeting your project requirements and helping you 

    achieve your business goals.
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We’d love to hear from you

Download your free, fully functional 30-day evaluation
at www.syncfusion.com/evaluation today!

Email: sales@syncfusion.com
Toll-free: 888.9DOTNET
Phone: +1 919.481.1974
Fax: +1 919.573.0306
Mailing address:
Syncfusion, Inc.
2501 Aerial Center Parkway, Suite 200
Morrisville, NC 27560 USA
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